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BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

EXT. ESHO – MIKA’S FRONT GARDEN 

 

We hear the sounds of the great outdoors: BIRDS, INSECTS, 

FAINT TRAFFIC. But something is slightly skewed – the sounds 

seem not-quite-human; there is something distinctly alien 

about them. 

 

     SASCHA 

   I bet I can hit that rock over   

   there with this one. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Pfft, like hell. I’ll take that   

   bet. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Alright. Here we go... 

 

He chucks the stone he’s holding and it misses the mark, 

SKITTERING along the dry ground. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Aw, man! 

 

     HARRIS 

   Ha! Told you! 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ok then, smarty-pants, let’s    

   see you do it. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Fine. Gimme that. 

    (takes aim) 

   Ready... ready... 

 

She throws it. It hits the rock with a satisfying CRACK. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   YES! Beat that! 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, you want a war? Then I’ll    

   give you a war, missy... 

 

They both start CHUCKING rocks everywhere, SKITTERING in the 

dust. Sascha and Harris are both LAUGHING, but slowly creak to 

a stop when they hear a dry COUGH from behind them. 
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     CAELISH 

    (genially) 

   Hello there. Mika, isn’t it?    

   Mika Harris? 

 

     HARRIS 

    (wary) 

   Who’s asking? 

 

     CAELISH 

   Call me Caelish. I’m here on    

   behalf of the Royal Interstellar   

   Navy. Do you think we could     

   speak inside? Alone? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I’d rather stay out here, if    

   it’s all the same to you. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Then perhaps your friend – 

 

     HARRIS 

   No. Whatever you’ve got to say,   

   you can say it in front of him. 

 

     SASCHA 

   It’s ok, Mika, I’ll come back    

   later. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Sascha – 

 

     SASCHA 

   No, no, it’s fine. I’ll be over   

   later, ok? 

 

     HARRIS 

    (relenting) 

   Ok. See you then. 

 

Sascha WALKS AWAY. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Well, shoot. Let’s hear it. 

 

Caelish SITS delicately. 

 

     CAELISH 

   You have heard of the department,   

   I trust? 
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     HARRIS 

   Sure. You’ve only turned me down   

   about ten times. 

 

     CAELISH 

   My apologies. My colleagues are   

   rather... set in their ways. But,   

   with your help, I am hoping to   

   change that. 

 

     HARRIS 

   ... I see. 

 

     CAELISH 

   I’m glad to hear it. I’ve seen   

   your test scores – most impressive,  

   some of the highest I’ve ever    

   seen, in fact – although your    

   method of submission was somewhat...  

   unorthodox. 

 

     HARRIS 

   The examiner wouldn’t accept my   

   paper. I had to be creative. 

 

     CAELISH 

   An admirable trait, I’m sure. 

 

     HARRIS 

   The examiner didn’t seem to think   

   so. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Well, yes, although you can hardly   

   blame them for getting a nasty   

   shock when they found a stowaway   

   in the transport vehicle. 

 

     HARRIS 

   It was too late by then, anyway.   

   The exams had been submitted. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Precisely. Regardless, I have    

   personally reviewed your training   

   files, and you must agree that   

   your results are excellent across   

   the board. Your school test    

   scores, the military entry     

   requirements, the captaincy exam – 
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     HARRIS 

    (hurriedly) 

   I never took that paper. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Forgive me. You were removed from    

   that exam, I believe? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I had every right to be there. At   

   least, as much right as anyone   

   else. 

 

     CAELISH 

    (sympathetic) 

   Of course you did. 

 

SILENCE for a moment. We focus on the sounds of ESHO. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Why are you here, Mr. Caelish? 

 

     CAELISH 

   Please, just Caelish. Tell me,   

   Mika – what do you know about    

   Mission Swallow? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Just... rumours, I guess.    

   Exploratory mission, top-secret,   

   specialist spacecraft, etcetera. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Let me enlighten you. Mission    

   Swallow is planned to be the    

   first ever Eshian initiative    

   led by an all-human crew. The    

   objective is to send five    

   humans back to Earth, your     

   home planet, to study the    

   atmosphere and ground conditions,   

   to see if recolonization is    

   possible. The mission will    

   be announced publicly in two    

   week’s time. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You’re sending humans... back to   

   Earth? 
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     CAELISH 

   We are investigating the     

   possibility of recolonization.   

   There is no guarantee of     

   success, but the Royal Interstellar  

   Navy has agreed to fund it as    

   part of our philanthropy and    

   rehabilitation scheme. 

 

     HARRIS 

   It’s... incredible. I never    

   thought I’d ever see it. 

 

     CAELISH 

   How about the chance to see it   

   up close? 

 

     HARRIS 

   What do you mean? 

 

     CAELISH 

   On behalf of the Esho Military,   

   I would like to formally offer   

   you the role of Captain aboard   

   the R.I.N. Starstrider. The    

   mission duration is upwards of   

   2+ years. Should you accept,     

   you must report to the Orinn    

   Naval Base within two weeks of   

   today to begin basic training. 

 

SILENCE from Harris. 

 

     CAELISH (CONT.) 

   Well, Mika? Do you accept? 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – SASCHA’S HOUSE 

 

     SASCHA 

   You said WHAT? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Don’t make me say it again. 

 

She sounds miserable. Around us, we begin to hear the ambient 

noise of the house fade in: people CHATTING, a baby CRYING, 

children PLAYING – Sascha’s family includes everyone in a five 
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mile radius (they’re incapable of not adopting literally 

everyone in sight). 

 

     SASCHA 

   Mika. You have been telling me   

   non-stop for our entire lives    

   how all you want to do is go    

   to space, become a captain,     

   lead humanity back to Earth,    

   the works. The opportunity to    

   do exactly that has just fallen   

   into your lap, and – what, you’re   

   just not gonna take it? What    

   the hell’s wrong with you? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I didn’t say no. I just said I   

   needed some time to think. 

 

     SASCHA 

   So you’ve had a think. Boom.    

   Accept the position. 

 

     HARRIS 

   It’s not that simple, Sascha. 

 

     SASCHA 

   And just why not? This is the    

   chance of a lifetime, Mika -    

   don’t just throw it away! You’ll   

   never get another one! 

 

     HARRIS 

   I can’t just up and leave Esho!   

   I’ve got a life here! 

 

     SASCHA 

   Isn’t this worth putting life    

   on hold for? 

 

     HARRIS 

   It’s just – 

 

     SASCHA 

   Jesus, Mika, how many times have   

   we talked about leaving Esho?    

   How many times did we play at    

   hopping in a spaceship and     

   exploring the stars? You’ve got   

   that chance now, why won’t you   

   take it? 
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BEAT. Harris SIGHS. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You really want to know what’s   

   stopping me? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (out of his mind with    

     frustration) 

   YES! 

 

     HARRIS 

   I do want to accept the captaincy.   

   More than anything else in the   

   world. But the thing is, when we   

   talked about leaving Esho, drove   

   around in a toy spaceship,     

   whispered  about it in class...   

   we were always together. We’ve    

   never done anything without each    

   other. We grew up together, went    

   to school together, started work    

   together... I don’t want to go to    

   Earth if we can’t do that together,   

   too. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (softening) 

   Mika... you know I can’t. I’m a   

   mechanic, and not even a ship-   

   trained one at that. You were    

   always the smart one. There’s no   

   way they’d ever ask me aboard. 

 

BEAT. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (slowly) 

   What if... there was a way? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ohhh, no. I know that look. 

 

     HARRIS 

   No, no, hear me out, Sascha.    

   They want me. The way Caelish    

   said it, it sounds like they    

   need me as captain.  
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   And you are a mechanic already –    

   how many human spaceship mechanics   

   do you know, anyway? – so it’s   

   not like you’re not skilled. 

   So if I said that I had a    

   condition to take the post -    

   that condition being you, of    

   course – then they’d have to    

   take you, they’re going to have   

   to train a mechanic anyway, so   

   they might as well have you... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Mika, this is ridiculous. What   

   position would I even take?    

   Mechanics usually double up on   

   starship missions, and it’s not   

   like I know anything about    

   robotics or first aid. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Simple. You’d be my First Mate. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Your First – what? 

 

     HARRIS 

   My First Mate! Every ship has    

   one as second-in-command, and    

   I’d rather it was you than    

   someone I’d never met before. 

 

     SASCHA 

   I’m not even remotely qualified   

   for that, Mika. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Sure you are. Bit of training    

   on your part, bit of bargaining   

   on mine, and we’re flying     

   through the stars. 

 

     SASCHA 

   You’re completely insane. 
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     HARRIS 

   Sascha, look. Would you at least   

   agree to me trying? If it’s    

   because you don’t want to, I    

   understand – but if you do, just   

   please, please let me try. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (fondly) 

   Mika, for someone so smart you   

   can be such an idiot sometimes.   

   Of course I want to go with you.   

   I just don’t want to mess up     

   this opportunity. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You won’t. I promise. 

 

     SASCHA 

   So. You going to go right    

   away, or are we going to     

   lie around until something    

   interesting happens? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, you know what I say... 

 

     SASCHA 

   ... Can’t lie anywhere without   

   snacks! 

 

HIGHFIVE! 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – THE HARRIS KITCHEN 

 

     CAELISH 

   Hallie. So good of you to see    

   me. 

 

     HALLIE 

   It’s Mrs Harris, thank you. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Of course. Mrs Harris, I’m sure   

   your daughter must have told    

   you of my visit. 

 

     HALLIE 

   Yes. She did. 
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     CAELISH 

   She told me that she had to think   

   about it. I’m a patient person,   

   Mrs Harris – you know this – but   

   I thought it prudent to pay you   

   a call. Out of politeness, you    

   understand. 

 

     HALLIE 

   How very kind. 

 

     CAELISH 

   You have no objection, I take it? 

 

     HALLIE 

   To what? 

 

     CAELISH 

   To Mika becoming our first human   

   captain. 

 

     HALLIE 

   She hasn’t accepted, yet. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Of course not. Do forgive me. 

    (takes a sip of     

     tea) 

   This tea of yours is lovely.    

   Homemade, I take it? 

 

     HALLIE 

   All within regulations. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Oh, I’m sure it is. 

    (BEAT) 

   I would not wish to make rash    

   statements, Mrs Harris, but I    

   rather think that Mika will    

   accept my offer. Although, it    

   would be such a shame if someone   

   were to try and... persuade her   

   to stay home, wouldn’t it? It’s   

   every young person’s dream to    

   see the stars. 

 

Hallie says nothing. Caelish takes another SIP of tea. 
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     CAELISH (CONT.) 

   Then again, anything can happen   

   aboard a spaceship. Supplies    

   can become spoiled, airlocks    

   damaged... even the most trusted   

   crew members can sometimes go    

   a little mad.  

 

   We do try and ensure the safety   

   of our operatives, but – well,   

   anything can happen, can’t it?   

   There’s only so much a ship can   

   take before it... snaps. 

 

     HALLIE 

   I understand. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Oh, do you? Excellent, most    

   excellent. That’s just what I    

   was hoping to hear. We have an   

   agreement, then? Your...     

   cooperation, as it were? 

 

     HALLIE 

   You do. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Wonderful. I am glad. 

 

He STANDS, preparing to leave. 

 

     HALLIE 

    (conversationally) 

   You’re an evil bastard, aren’t   

   you? 

 

Caelish LAUGHS genteelly, as though reacting to a tasteful 

joke at a cocktail party. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Aren’t we all, Mrs Harris...    

   aren’t we all. 

 

He LEAVES. The door CLOSES. 

 

 

FADE TO: 
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EXT. ESHO – MIKA’S FRONT GARDEN 

 

     CAELISH 

   Ah, Mika, good to see you again.   

   I must confess, I hadn’t expected   

   an answer from you quite so soon. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I haven’t given you an answer    

   yet. I’ve got a question first. 

 

     CAELISH 

   By all means, please go ahead. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Why me? Of all the people you    

   could have leading Mission    

   Swallow, why do you want me? 

 

Caelish CHUCKLES. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Why do we want you? Isn’t it    

   obvious? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I want to know. 

 

     CAELISH 

   My dear Mika, how many humans    

   do you know desperate enough    

   to lead a mission that they’ll   

   risk arrest just to take an    

   exam? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     CAELISH (CONT.) 

   So, what’s it to be? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I will accept your offer, on    

   one condition. 

 

     CAELISH 

    (amused) 

   Name your price. 
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     HARRIS 

   Sascha Casana. He’s a mechanic,   

   my year. I want him as my First   

   Mate. 

 

     CAELISH 

    (this is unexpected) 

   Ah. As it happens, your second-   

   in-command has already been    

   appointed... 

 

     HARRIS 

    (stubborn is her     

     middle name) 

   With all due respect, Caelish,   

   I don’t care. I want Casana.    

   We’re a package deal. 

 

     CAELISH 

   I... see. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Look. You wouldn’t have      

   approached me if you didn’t    

   want me. You’ve all but confirmed   

   that there are hardly lines    

   around the block for this role.   

   If you get me, you get him.    

   He’s an excellent worker, and    

   I trust him to be an excellent   

   First Mate. 

 

BEAT. Caelish is thinking. 

 

     CAELISH 

   He’ll have to attend extra    

   training, you understand, at    

   a suitable training centre -    

   perhaps the Brish School of    

   Robotics. Fine circuitry,    

   you see. And, of course,     

   there’s mandatory captaincy    

   training for those filling    

   the position of second-in-    

   command. Just in case. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Absolutely. Whatever’s required. 
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     CAELISH 

   Good. The Captain and First Mate   

   also have the honour of choosing   

   the ship’s navigator and AI    

   technician, which will have to   

   be decided at least one month in   

   advance to take-off. There are   

   also five mandatory medicals, one   

   of which will be carried out by   

   the Chief Medical Officer of the   

   ship. Training begins in two weeks’  

   time. Any questions? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Just one. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Do tell. 

 

     HARRIS 

   What’s the name of the ship? 

 

     CAELISH 

   I think you’ll like this one.    

   It’s called “The Starstrider”.   

   Appropriate, no? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Very. 

 

     CAELISH 

   So, Mika, I take it that you    

   are ready to accept my offer? 

 

BEAT. Harris takes a BREATH. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I accept the Royal Interstellar   

   Navy’s offer of captaincy,     

   aboard the R.I.N. Starstrider.   

   Ready for orders. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Well, then. Welcome aboard,    

   Captain Harris. 

 

They shake hands. 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE. 


